The algebra L g,n (H) was introduced by Alekseev-Grosse-Schomerus and Buffenoir-Roche and quantizes the character variety of the Riemann surface Σ g,n \ D (D is an open disk). In this article we define a holonomy map in that quantized setting, which associates a tensor with components in L g,n (H) to tangles in (Σ g,n \D) × [0, 1], generalizing previous works of Buffenoir-Roche and Bullock-Frohman-Kania-Bartoszynska. We show that holonomy behaves well for the stack product and the action of the mapping class group; then we specialize this notion to links in order to define a generalized Wilson loop map. Thanks to the holonomy map, we give a geometric interpretation of the vacuum representation of L g,0 (H) on L 0,g (H). Finally, the general results are applied to the case H = U q 2 (sl 2 ) in relation to skein theory and the most important consequence is that the stated skein algebra of a compact oriented surface with just one boundary edge is isomorphic to L g,n U q 2 (sl 2 ) . Throughout the paper we use a graphical calculus for tensors with coefficients in L g,n (H) which makes the computations and definitions very intuitive. arXiv:2003.08992v1 [math.QA] 
Introduction
Let G be a Lie group, usually assumed connected and simply-connected (the most studied example is G = SL 2 (C)) and let Σ g,n be the compact oriented surface of genus g with n punctures (or equivalently with n open disks removed). It is well-known that the moduli space of flat Gconnections on Σ g,n can be identified with the G-character variety Hom π 1 (Σ g,n ), G /G, thanks to the identification between a connection and its holonomy on closed curves. The character variety carries a Poisson structure due to Atiyah-Bott [AB83] and Goldman [Gol86] . A good survey of these topics is [Lab13] .
There exist several quantizations of the character variety. In this paper we will use the combinatorial quantization, developped in the mid-90s by Alekseev [Ale94] , Alekseev-Grosse-Schomerus [AGS95, AGS96] and Buffenoir-Roche [BR95] . The starting point of this approach is the combinatorial description of the Atiyah-Bott-Goldman Poisson structure by Fock-Rosly [FR98] , based on classical r-matrices, and the definition of an algebra L g,n which quantizes Hom π 1 (Σ g,n \D), G , where D is an open disk.
More precisely let Σ o g,n = Σ g,n \D, A g,n = Hom π 1 (Σ o g,n ), G and C[A g,n ] be the corresponding algebra of functions. Since π 1 (Σ o g,n ) is a free group, any ∇ ∈ A g,n ∼ = G 2g+n can be identified with a collection of 2g + n elements of G ∇ = h b 1 , h a 1 , . . . , h bg , h ag , h m g+1 , . . . , h m g+n ∈ G 2g+n which are the holonomies of the generators b i , a i , m i of π 1 (Σ o g,n ). Let Holonomy and Wilson loops (trace of the holonomy in some representation) are very natural notions in classical gauge theory. Thus an immediate problem is to define the corresponding notions in the quantized setting. This is has been achieved first in [BR96] , where they defined a Wilson loop operation for framed links in the thickened surface with values in L inv g,n (H); the element associated to a framed link is written as the quantum trace of some matrix with coefficients in L g,n (H) which can be interpreted as the holonomy of the link. The definition is however quite complicated and it is difficult to explicitly compute examples. These notions have been redefined in a more conceptual way in [BFK98b] (also see [BFK98a] ) but in a formalism which is dual to the one used in [BR96] and here (the bridge between the two formalism is discussed in detail in [Fai19c, §5.1.3]). More precisely, in [BFK98b] , they use a description of the surface as a fat graph and encode operations on this graph by objects called multitangles; then holonomy is defined as a particular multitangle.
Computing explicit examples requires to use several rules and is still a bit tricky. Finally, in [BR19, §8] , a Wilson loop functor for H-colored tangles in a thickened punctured disk (i.e. g = 0, n ≥ 0) is defined as a generalization of the Reshetikhin-Turaev functor in a manner similar to ours.
Here we view the surface Σ o g,n as the fat graph determined by the generators of π 1 (Σ o g,n ) (see Figures 1 and 2) . Our approach is based on a graphical calculus introduced in §3, which transforms complicated computations for tensors with coefficients in L g,n (H) into simple manipulations of diagrams. This graphical calculus is an extension of the graphical calculus in ribbon categories; namely we add a new diagram, called a handle, which corresponds to a matrix with coefficients in L g,n (H). With this tool at hand, the definition of holonomy is almost obvious and it is transparent that it is a generalization of the Reshetikhin-Turaev functor. Moreover, this formulation allows us to define holonomy for tangles (and not just links) in Σ o g,n × [0, 1]; this is especially useful to establish the relation with stated skein algebras.
Let us now describe the content of this paper. Section 2 is devoted to preliminaries about surfaces, Hopf algebras, the Reshetikhin-Turaev functor and the algebra L g,n (H). In section 3 we introduce the graphical calculus for tensors with coefficients in L g,n (H), which is our main technical tool in this paper, and we reformulate the defining relations of L g,n (H) in terms of diagram equalities.
In section 4 we define holonomy for tangles in Σ o g,n × [0, 1] (Definition 4.2). The reason why this operation is called holonomy is explained after Proposition 4.8. We show that holonomy is compatible with the stack product (Theorem 4.4, this result is well-known [BR96, Thm. 1], [BFK98b, Thm. 8 ], [BR19, Th 8.1]) and that it behaves well under the action of the mapping class group (Theorem 4.5, with n = 0 for simplicity); the proofs are entirely diagrammatic. We then specialize this definition to framed based links and provide a Hennings-type description of holonomy for links; this can be compared with the rules given in [BFK98b, §6.2] . Finally, we define generalized Wilson loops for framed links colored by symmetric linear forms (as in the Hennings setting [Hen96] ) and with values in L inv g,n (H), the subalgebra of invariant elements; enlarging the set of colors is important when H is non-semisimple because in that case we have symmetric linear forms which are not characters of some H-module and hence if we color the links only by H-modules (i.e. by characters) we miss a lot of interesting invariant elements.
Let Σ o,• g,n be Σ o g,n with one point removed on its boundary. In section 5 we take H = U q 2 (sl 2 ) (quantum group of sl 2 at a formal parameter q 2 ) and we show that the stated skein algebra S s q (Σ o,• g,n ) [ Le16, CL19] is isomorphic to L g,n U q 2 (sl 2 ) (Theorem 5.3), answering the question of [CL19] about the relation between the two theories. In particular, this gives a presentation by generators and relations of S s q (Σ o,• g,n ) (Corollary 5.4). The isomorphism is defined as follows. For H = U q 2 (sl 2 ), all the strands can be colored by the fundamental representation V 2 , with basis (v − , v + ). Thanks to the isomorphism V * 2 ∼ = V 2 , the holonomy hol(T s ) of a stated tangle T s ∈ S s q (Σ o,• g,n ) does not depend on the orientation of its strands and is an element of L g,n U q 2 (sl 2 ) ⊗V ⊗k 2 , where k is the number of boundary points of T s . Then the isomorphism between S s q (Σ o,• g,n ) and L g,n U q 2 (sl 2 ) is simply given by reading the component of the tensor hol(T s ) indexed by the state of T s . Our result shows that in the case of the surfaces Σ o,• g,n , the stated skein algebra is a particular case of the algebra L g,n (H). So it might be possible to generalize stated skein algebras to other Hopf algebras than U q 2 (sl 2 ); in particular the states would be vectors in some representations (for U q 2 (sl 2 ) the states −, + correspond to the basis vectors v − , v + of V 2 ). Conversely, stated skein algebras are defined for more general surfaces (with many boundary edges, [Le16, CL19] ), which is not the case for the algebras L g,n (H). So it might be possible to generalize L g,n (H) to more general surfaces.
Finally, in section 6 we explain that the stacking representation of Σ o g,0 × [0, 1] on Σ o 0,g × [0, 1] corresponds through holonomy to the vacuum representation of L g,0 (H) on L 0,g (H) (Theorem 6.4). As a result, when H = U q 2 (sl 2 ), the representation of the (usual) skein algebra S q (Σ g,0 ) obtained via the Wilson loop map and the representation of L inv g,0 U q 2 (sl 2 ) on L inv 0,g U q 2 (sl 2 ) is equivalent to the obvious representation of S q (Σ g,0 ) on S q (Σ 0,g+1 ) defined by stacking (Corollary 6.7). When q is a root of unity , we obtain more interesting (and finite dimensional) representations thanks to the use of the restricted quantum group U 2 (sl 2 ), as discussed in section 7. If one wants to study explicitly these representations of skein algebras at roots of unity in higher genus (here we only describe explicitly the case of the torus), one problem is to describe L inv g,0 U 2 (sl 2 ) , which for g > 1 is complicated as a vector space and as an algebra. We hope that the generalized Wilson loops defined in this paper may help to understand this algebra (for instance to find an interesting set of generators or even better a basis in which the multiplication has a suitable form). of Montpellier; I thank my past advisors, S. Baseilhac and P. Roche, for their useful remarks.
Preliminaries

Surfaces
We denote by Σ g,n the compact oriented surface of genus g with n punctures, except in §6 and §7 where Σ g,n will be the compact oriented surface of genus g with n open disks removed (i.e. we remove open neighborhoods of the punctures). Let D ⊂ Σ g,n be an open disk disjoint from the punctures, then we denote Σ o g,n = Σ g,n \D. We put an orientation on the boundary curve induced by the deletion of D, as indicated in Figures 1, 2 . The surface Σ o g,n is represented in Figure 1 under a form suitable for our purposes (for the moment do not consider the black dot on the boundary in the figures); we represent both the situations with punctures and with open disks removed. This is not the usual view of Σ o g,n . For instance, Σ o 2,0 and Σ o 0,2 are represented in a more familiar way in Figure 2 . To pass from one view to another, retract Σ o g,n to a neighborhood of the canonical loops generating the fundamental group or conversely embed the fat graph of Figure 1 in the surfaces like in Figure 2 .
The fundamental group π 1 (Σ o g,n ) is a free group generated by the loops b 1 , a 1 , . . . , b g , a g , m g+1 , . . . , m g+n displayed in Figure 1 ; moreover, the basepoint of π 1 (Σ o g,n ) is represented by a black square dot. Let MCG(Σ o g,n ) be the mapping class group of Σ o g,n . For simplicity, we will restrict to g ≥ 1, n = 0 for the results using or involving the mapping class group. So we recall that MCG(Σ o g,0 ) is the group of isotopy classes of orientation-preserving diffeomorphisms Σ o g,0 → Σ o g,0 which fix the boundary pointwise. A remarkable feature is that this group has a finite set of 2g + 1 generators, called the Humphries generators (see [FM12] ).
Finally, we let Σ o,• g,n be the surface Σ o g,n with one point removed from the boundary curve induced by the deletion of the open disc D. This is represented by a big black dot in Figures 1, 2. Note that π 1 (Σ o,• g,n ) = π 1 (Σ o g,n ) and MCG(Σ o,• g,n ) = MCG(Σ o g,n ).
Hopf algebras, modules, Reshetikhin-Turaev functor
Let H be a braided Hopf algebra with coproduct ∆, counit ε, antipode S and universal R-matrix R (see [Kas95, Chap. VIII] ). We will often write R = a i ⊗ b i (with implicit summation on i) and we set R = b i ⊗ a i . The Drinfeld element and its inverse are
It implements S 2 : S 2 (x) = uxu −1 . In all this paper we assume that H is ribbon, which means that there exists a central and invertible element v ∈ H such that
It follows that H is pivotal; indeed, the element g = uv −1 satisfies
For any finite dimensional H-module I, g provides an isomorphism of H-modules e I : 
The H-action on the dual I * is (hϕ)(x) = ϕ S(h)x and the duality morphisms b I : C → I ⊗ I * ,
where (v i ) is a basis of I, (v i ) is the dual basis and we use Einstein's convention for pairs of indices. It is well-known ([RT90], see also [KM91] and [Kas95, XIV.5.1]) that there is a tensor functor F RT : RG H → mod l (H), where RG H is the category H-colored ribbon graphs; F RT is called the Reshetikhin-Turaev functor and takes the following values:
In the sequel we identify a ribbon graph with its evaluation through F RT . Note that we read diagrams from bottom to top.
Algebra L g,n (H) and related notions
The algebra L g,n (H) is generated by 2g + n copies of H • modulo certain relations. Consider 2g + n copies of H • indexed by the simple closed loops b i , a i , m j which generate π 1 (Σ o g,n ) (see Figure 1 ), and denote by V g,n their direct sum:
. . , i m g+n : H • → V g,n be the canonical injections in each copy. We define
for all I, i, j. The vector space V g,n is generated by these elements. Now consider the tensor algebra T(V g,n ); by definition a generic element in T(V g,n ) is a linear combination of formal products of the elements introduced in (4). We identify the elements of V g,n with their obvious embedding in T(V g,n ). Then T(V g,n ) is generated as an algebra by the coefficients of the matrices Definition 2.1. The algebra L g,n (H) is the quotient of T(V g,n ) by the relations given by the following matrix equalities:
where X(i) is A(i) or B(i) if 1 ≤ i ≤ g and is M (i) if g + 1 ≤ i ≤ g + n, and the same applies to Y (j).
Let us explain the notations used in this definition. If we have a matrix I U ∈ L g,n (H) ⊗ End C (I) (resp. J V ∈ L g,n (H) ⊗ End C (J)) then we denote by I U 1 (resp. J V 2 ) its canonical embedding in L g,n (H) ⊗ End C (I) ⊗ End C (J). In components, this reads
and we implicitly identify it with 1 ⊗ IJ R ∈ L g,n (H) ⊗ End C (I) ⊗ End C (J). Similarly for R , R −1 , R −1 (recall that R is the flip of R). Hence these relations are equalities in L g,n (H) ⊗ End C (I) ⊗ End C (J). To obtain the defining relations of L g,n (H), one computes the matrix products in each side of these equalities and identifies the coefficients of the resulting matrices. Note that the defining relations differs slightly from one paper to another, depending on the conventions choosen by the authors. This algebra first appeared in [AGS96, AS96a] ; in the previous papers [Ale94, AGS95, BR95] the fat graph Γ describing the surface was arbitrary and to each graph was associated an algebra L(Γ).
By construction we have the naturality of the (families of) matrices I X(i), namely for any H-
We define a right action · of H on L g,n (H) by
where we use Sweedler's notation for the coproduct ∆(h) = h ⊗ h and Einstein's convention for pairs of indices. Then it is straightforward to check that · endows L g,n (H) with a structure of (right) H-module-algebra. Equivalently, one can work with the associated left O(H) coaction Ω : L g,n (H) → O(H) ⊗ L g,n (H):
where in the right-hand side of the first equality we identify O(H) (resp. L g,n (H)) with the subalgebra O(H) ⊗ 1 (resp. 1 ⊗ L g,n (H)). The subalgebra of invariant elements is
Equivalently, an element x is invariant if Ω(x) = ε ⊗ x. Let x ∈ π 1 (Σ o g,n ) be a simple loop (i.e. without self-crossings). We say that x is positively oriented if its orientation looks as follows (this represents a neighborhood of the basepoint in Figure 1 As already said, for results involving the mapping class group we will restrict to g ≥ 1, n = 0 for simplicity (the generalization to any g, n is possible but would require more discussion). The lift of f ∈ MCG(Σ o g,0 ) is an automorphism f : L g,0 (H) → L g,0 (H) defined on generators by
which obviously means f
Moreover, for any simple loop x ∈ π 1 (Σ o g,0 ):
Recall that in [Fai19b] we assumed that H is finite dimensional and factorizable in order to obtain a projective representation of MCG(Σ g,0 ) on some subspace of (H * ) ⊗g . Without these assumptions, this representation is a priori not defined. However the lift of a mapping class can be defined without any assumption on H, as we just did above.
3 Diagrammatic description of L g,n (H)
We will define a graphical calculus for the algebras L g,n (H). The basic observation is that these algebras are defined in a matrix way, and that we have matrices labelled by finite dimensional Hmodules. Hence we will extend the usual evaluation of H-colored ribbon graphs in the sense of [RT90] by adding a diagram corresponding to such matrices.
We denote by I X an element of L g,n (H) ⊗ End C (I) (in other words a matrix with coefficients in L g,n (H)). In the sequel, I X will in general be a product of the matrices of generators
In particular a matrix of the form (15) is defined for any I and by (8) it satisfies naturality:
Let I be a finite dimensional H-module, (v i ) be a basis of I and (v j ) be the dual basis. Then we have an isomorphism of vector spaces
where we use Einstein's convention for pairs of indices. In this paper, we systematically identify a matrix I X with
Such an element will be represented by the following diagram. 
where e I : I * * → I is the isomorphism (3). Let us explain this. To define the graphical element on the left, we put a ribbon graph atop the one defined in (18). This ribbon graph represents a morphism I * ⊗ I * * → I * ⊗ I in mod l (H), which can be applied to Note that the two previous diagrammatic identities are completely parallel to the relation between the values assigned by the Reshetikhin-Turaev functor to cups with different orientations.
The Kronecker product of two matrices
is a basis of J and (v j ), (w l ) are their respective dual bases), is represented by the gluing of the corresponding graphical elements:
Definition 3.1. A general diagram is obtained by gluing (as in (21)) several copies of the handle diagrams introduced in (18) and (19), and by putting atop an oriented and colored ribbon graph G.
The evaluation of diagrams is a map F RT which consists of applying F RT (G) to the matrices associated to the handle diagrams introduced previously, where F RT is the Reshetikhin-Turaev functor. The evaluation of a diagram is an element of L g,n (H) ⊗ J 1 ⊗ . . . ⊗ J l , where J 1 , . . . , J l are H-modules. This is depicted as follows:
where the double arrows mean that the strands can carry any orientation.
In the sequel, we always identify a diagram with its evaluation through F RT . For instance
and we see that this diagram represents the matrix product
Similarly
represents the quantum trace of I X.
Proposition 3.2. 1. The defining relations (5), (6), (7) of L g,n (H) are equivalent to the diagrammatic relations (23), (24), (25) below. Proof. 1. First note that for any a, b ∈ H, it holds
Writing R = a i ⊗ b i (with implicit summation on i), (5) becomes
Hence, by (27) and the definition of the braiding in mod l (H) we have
where f * : J * → I * is the transpose of f . This gives the first diagram below. The second diagram is equivalent to the first thanks to (19) and the equality f • e I = e J • f * * .
This diagrammatic reformulation of the defining relations of L g,n (H) easily implies two basic well-known properties of the matrices
1. The reflection equation
holds and is equivalent to the following diagrammatic equality:
Proof. 1. This is a consequence of (26) and (23):
It is left to the reader to check that the diagrammatic equality is equivalent to the matrix equality.
2. This is also a consequence of (26) and (23):
Again it is left to the reader to check using (19) that the diagrammatic and matrix equalities are equivalent.
Holonomy and Wilson loops 4.1 General definition for tangles
The following definition is taken from [Le16, §2.2], except that we add an orientation and a coloring on the tangles. Note however that we restrict to the surfaces Σ o,• g,n (we do not consider more general punctured bordered surfaces). We denote by T (Σ o,• g,n ) the set of isotopy classes of such tangles. 2. An isotopy of H-colored ∂Σ-tangles is an isotopy preserving these defining properties.
together with the colors, the over/underpassing information at each double point and the height information at each boundary point. We assume as usual that T is in general position before doing the projection. 4. Let o be an orientation of the boundary curve ∂Σ o,• g,n . A ∂Σ-tangle diagram is o-ordered if the heights of the boundary points are increasing when one goes along to Σ o,• g,n according to o. Up to isotopy, a ∂Σ-tangle T can always be presented by a o-ordered diagram. More precisely, up to isotopy, a H-colored ∂Σ-tangle diagram can always be presented as follows:
where the handles contain only bunches of parallel strands, T is a (non-unique) tangle, the H-modules I i , J i , K i , V i color the strands, the double arrows mean that each strand is oriented, the boundary points are all on the line at the top of the rectangle and the big dot (•) is the point that we have removed from ∂ Σ o g,n . Last but not least, the boundary points of T have increasing heights with respect to the orientation of the boundary represented by the arrow. Note that k may be equal to 0, which means that T is a link (no boundary points).
defined as the evaluation (see Definition 3.1) of the following diagram:
The symbol a i ∈ {↓, ↑} depends on the orientation of the strands (a i =↓ if the strand is oriented downwards and a i =↑ else) and we define
If T does not have boundary points then hol(T) is just an element of L g,n (H).
We note that hol(T) does not depend on the choice of the tangle T . Indeed, since the Reshetikhin-Turaev functor is an isotopy invariant, the evaluation of the diagram in Definition 4.2 depends only on the isotopy class of T . Moreover, if we drag certain crossings, cups and caps along the handles in order to obtain another tangle T representing T, then this does not change the value of hol(T) thanks to naturality (26):
The diagrammatic relations introduced previously allow us to compute the value of hol in a purely diagrammatic way, and sometimes to obtain a simple expression of the result. For instance, here is a computation:
A natural operation for H-colored ∂Σ-tangles is the stack product, defined in the usual way:
Note that our convention for * is the converse to the one of [Le16, CL19]: here T 1 * T 2 means that we put T 1 below T 2 in the thickened surface.
Proof. The proof is purely diagrammatic. Note that for pictorial commodity we can add coupons so that all the strands are positively oriented when they go through an handle (as in (18)) and then by adding identity coupons the bunch of strands in each handle can be reduced to only one strand (colored by the tensor product of the colors) in each handle. For instance, the proof for g = 1, n = 0 is depicted in Figure 3 . We used the definition of hol, the fusion relation (23), the exchange relation (24) and obvious topological simplifications. The proof for the general case is similar: use the definition of hol, then use the fusion relation and simplify the diagram, and finally use the exchange relations and simplify the diagram.
The holonomy behaves well under the action of the mapping class group. As said in §2.3, we will prove this for n = 0. Note that
and recall the lift f of a mapping class f defined in (13). Figure 1 ). By isotopy, we can assume that γ ⊂ U . Also by isotopy we can assume that T ∩ (U × [0, 1]) contains only bunches of parallel strands and then by another isotopy that T ∩ (U × [0, 1]) ⊂ U × {0}. Then τ γ (T) is obtained by computing τ γ T ∩ (U × {0} in the usual way in the surface Σ o,• g,0 × {0}. Moreover, as in the proof of Theorem 4.4, we can assume up to introducing coupons that each handle contains only one positively oriented strand (as in (18)). Now, if f = τ a 1 , which is one of the Humphries generators (a 1 is m 1 in the notations of [FM12, Fig. 4 .5]), we can restrict to Σ o,• 1,0 (since a 1 is contained in this subsurface) and then we have the graphical computation represented in Figure 4 . We used the fusion relation and the inverse of the reflection equation (28). The equalities for the others Humphries generators are shown similarly, although the diagrams are more cumbersome.
For further use let us describe the behaviour of hol when we change the orientation of a strand. Consider (not colored) ∂Σ-tangles T + , T − with one connected component and oriented as follows :
For I a finite dimensional H-module, we denote by hol I (T ± ) the value of hol on the ∂Σ-tangle T ± colored by I. Then thanks to (19), (20), (26), it is easy to see that
This is obviously generalized to arbitrary ∂Σ-tangles.
Holonomy of a link
We will now specialize Definition 4.2 to the case of H-colored framed links in Σ o g,n × [0, 1] with basepoints, so that it will become more clear why we call this operation the "holonomy".
is an oriented and framed embedding of circles such that:
labelled) by a finite dimensional H-module
An isotopy of based H-colored links is an isotopy compatible with the defining properties and preserving globally the boundary ∂Σ (so that basepoints can be moved along the boundary but cannot be suppressed). It is clear that using isotopy any based H-colored link can be presented as follows, where the basepoints p 1 , . . . , p k have strictly increasing heights:
We will always use this presentation in the sequel. To a based H-colored link L we associate a H-colored ∂Σ-tangle T(L) as follows. First using isotopy, represent L as in (32). Then at each basepoint p i apply one of the following substitutions, depending on the orientation of the connected component L i attached to that basepoint:
where the resulting boundary points are arranged so that p − 1 , p + 1 , . . . , p − k , p + k (in this order) have strictly increasing heights (to understand the reason of the right hand-side assignment, look at (29) as well as at the proof of Proposition 4.8 and at Remark 4.13 below). Using this transformation, we define the holonomy of a H-colored based link as hol(L) = hol T(L) .
By definition, we have
Hence hol(L) can be written as x ⊗ N 1 ⊗ . . . ⊗ N k , with implicit summation to simplify notations.
Proposition 4.7. The right action (9) of h ∈ H on the coefficients of the tensor hol(L) is given by
Proof. This is straightforward. For instance, consider the following link L ⊂ Σ o,• 1,0 with two basepoints:
Then using the identification (17) together with (9), (27) and the fact that F RT (T 0 ) :
A simple loop x ∈ π 1 (Σ o g,n ) can naturally be viewed as a based link x ⊂ Σ o,• g,n × {0}. For the next result we will use the mapping class group, so we restrict to n = 0 for simplicity. We denote by hol I (x) the value of hol on the based link x colored by I. Thanks to Theorem 4.5, we have for all
where the matrix at the left-hand side is obviously defined by f hol I (x) Proof. Observe first that if the result is true for some simple loop x, then it is true for every f (x), where f ∈ MCG(Σ o,• g,0 ). Indeed, thanks to (34) and (14):
Now, one can check directly that the result is true for the loops
These are positively oriented simple loops (see (12)). 
where T x is the part of x outside a small neighborhood of the basepoint and D x −1 is the corresponding part of diagram (but with opposite orientation) obtained when applying hol I . For the first equality we used the definition of hol together with (31), for the second we applied the previously established result for the positively oriented loop x −1 and also the naturality of braiding and twist, for the third we used (19) and for the fourth we used (29). Finally, recall that by defnition
Recall what is holonomy in the classical case. For a discrete G-connection ∇ ∈ A g,n = Hom π 1 (Σ o g,n ), G and a simple loop x ∈ π 1 (Σ o g,n ), the holonomy is simply hol(
, namely the representation of ∇(x) on V . By taking matrix coefficients, we obtain functions on A g,n :
. Now, express x in terms of the generators of π 1 (Σ o g,n ) and replace each generator by the corresponding matrix in the representation
x. This is exactly the same formula as in Proposition 4.8, and then justifies the name "holonomy".
Hennings formulation of the holonomy of a based link
We now give a descriptionà la Hennings [Hen96] of holonomy which will be useful in the next section.
We use universal elements. These are elements B(i), A(i), M(i) ∈ L g,n (H) ⊗ H such that
for all finite dimensional H-module I and all i (we recall that I T is the representation morphism of H on I). If H is infinite dimensional, these elements belong to some completion but we will not discuss this here. We write
with implicit summation to simplify notations. By definition, the right action (9) of H on L g,n (H) satisfies
Let L be a based link presented as in (32) but without coloring. First for each basepoint we define coupons depending on the orientation of the strand, and which are the analogue of (33):
Then we form the following diagram:
We put the dotted line to stress that the diagram can be deformed by isotopy, but with the restriction that all the points below (resp. above) the line must remain below (resp. above) the line. The evaluation of this diagram is an element Hen(L) ∈ L g,n (H)⊗H ⊗k computed according to the following rules, which generalize those defining the Hennings invariant. Starting from one of the basepoints labelled 1, . . . , k and following the strand according to its orientation, we multiply together from left to right the values associated to each graphical element that we encounter until we come back to the basepoint:
Here X = X 0 ⊗ X 1 is one of the B(i), A(i), M(j) and ∆ (m) (X 1 ) = X
(1)
is the iterated coproduct. Note that the handle contains a bunch of parallel strands and the picture represents the value associated to the l-th strand. Then by applying this rule for each starting point, we obtain elements Z 1 , . . . , Z k ∈ H, and we define
Here is an example in Σ o 0,1 × [0, 1]:
The evaluation of Hen(L) on representations almost gives back the holonomy:
where hol V 1 ,...,V k means the holonomy of the based link whose strands are colored by V 1 , . . . , V k . This equality is the generalization of the corresponding fact for the Hennings invariant and the proof is left to the reader. Note that the pivotal elements in the right-hand side come from the cap at the top of (36). Let us write Hen(L) = Z 0 ⊗ Z 1 ⊗ . . . ⊗ Z k with implicit summation. Then according to Proposition 4.7 and (2), the right action of H on L g,n (H) satisfies
Generalized Wilson loops
In the classical case, a Wilson loop around a simple curve γ assigns to a connection the trace of the holonomy of γ in some representation; this quantity is gauge invariant. We will straightforwardly generalize this to the quantized case, replacing the trace by a quantum trace (and also allowing for several basepoints for convenience). Let L be an uncolored based link with k connected components. Let f ∈ (H • ) ⊗k (recall that H • is the restricted dual of H). By definition f is a linear combination of the form
with implicit summation on i 1 , . . . , i k , j 1 , . . . , j k and where the I l are isomorphism classes of finite dimensional H-modules and the coefficients (Λ I 1 ,...,I k ) i 1 ,...,i k j 1 ,...,j k ∈ C are all zero except a finite number of them. This can be written more conveniently as f = I 1 ,...,I k tr Λ I 1 ,...,I k where hol I 1 ,...,I k (L) is the holonomy of the link whose components are colored by I 1 , . . . , I k . In terms of the Hennings formulation, we see thanks to (37) that it holds W f (L) = (id ⊗ f ) Hen(L) ∈ L g,n (H).
We denote by Inv k (H) the subspace of multilinear forms which are invariant under an iterated coadjoint action:
where the "?" are the positions of the variables. In particular Inv 1 (H) is the subspace of symmetric linear forms:
Proposition 4.9. We have the following properties Proof. 1. Write Hen(L) = Z 0 ⊗ Z 1 ⊗ . . . ⊗ Z k . Then thanks to (38):
2. Follows immediately from Theorem 4.4. 3. Follows immediately from Theorem 4.5. 4. Let x ∈ L g,n (H). Thanks to the defining relations of L g,n (H) (Definition 2.1), it is clear that any element of L g,n (H) can be written as a linear combination of some products of the form
To avoid cumbersome notations, take for instance (g, n) = (1, 1). Then we can write Remark 4.10. Let L be the obvious generalization to any g, n of the based link used in the previous proof. Then we have shown that
are surjective linear maps. When H is finite dimensional and factorizable, we have dim L g,n (H) = dim(H) 2g+n (see [Fai19b, §3.3] ) and by comparison of dimensions these maps are isomorphisms of vector spaces.
For a based link L, we define its free isotopy class [L] to be the result of the following operation (applied to all the basepoints):
→ →
By definition, [L] ⊂ Σ o g,n × [0, 1] is a link in the usual sense. Recall that in the classical case, a Wilson loop does not depend on the basepoint, but only on the free isotopy class of the curve. In general, W f (L) depends on the basepoint. If we want to remove this dependence, we must restrict f to be in a suitable subspace:
Proposition 4.11. Let L 1 , L 2 be based links with k basepoints. If f ∈ SLF(H) ⊗k , then W f depends only on the free isotopy class:
Proof. Thanks to the cyclicity of symmetric linear forms, it is clear that the basepoints in the diagram (36) can be moved at any generic point (i.e. not at a maximal, minimal or crossing point, nor in a handle) without changing the value of (id ⊗ ϕ 1 ⊗ . . . ⊗ ϕ k ) Hen(L i ) . Moreover, that the evaluation of the diagram (36) is unchanged under isotopy is a generalization of the corresponding fact for the Hennings invariant.
It follows that W f makes sense for (usual) links if f ∈ SLF(H). More precisely, let L (Σ o g,n ) be the set of isotopy classes of framed links in Σ o g,n × [0, 1] which are SLF(H)-colored (i.e. each connected component is labelled by a symmetric linear form). Let L ∈ L (Σ o g,n ) be a link with k components and let L b be any uncolored based link such that [L b ] = L, then we define
where ϕ 1 , . . . , ϕ k are the colors of the components of L.
Definition 4.12. We call W : CL (Σ o g,n ) → L inv g,n the generalized Wilson loop map, and an element W (L) is called a generalized Wilson loop.
By the second property in Proposition 4.9, the generalized Wilson loops form a subalgebra in L inv g,n (H). 
where T L b is the part of L b outside a small neighborhood of the basepoint, D L b is the corresponding diagram obtained when applying hol I and D L is the free homotopy diagram of D L b .
Relationship with stated skein algebras
Recall the definition 4.1 of ∂Σ-tangles, which is just a slight generalization of [Le16, §2.3] . In this section and as in [Le16, CL19] , we will consider ∂Σ-tangles which are uncolored and unoriented. Recall from [Le16, §2.5] that the stated skein algebra of a punctured bordered surface is the Z[q 1/2 , q −1/2 ]module freely generated by the (isotopy classes of) ∂Σ-tangles on that surface, modulo the Kauffman relations:
and the boundary relations:
The conventions for the figures are the same as in [Le16, CL19] . However, we stress that our convention for the stack product (Definition 4.3) is opposite to that of [Le16, CL19] ; in other words, the stated skein algebras considered here have opposite multiplication to those in these papers. Let U q 2 = U q 2 (sl 2 ) be the quantum group associated to sl 2 (C) with ground ring Z[q 1/2 , q −1/2 ], where q is a formal parameter or a complex number which is not a root of unity. Let O q 2 = O q 2 (sl 2 ) be the restricted dual of U q 2 with its canonical Hopf algebra structure. The goal of this section is to show that the holonomy map provides an isomorphism of O q 2 -comodule-algebras between S s q (Σ o,• g,n ) and L g,n (U q 2 ). We recall that Σ o,• g,n is the surface Σ g,n \ D (whith D an open disk) with one point removed on its boundary (Figure 1) , where Σ g,n is the compact oriented surface of genus g with n punctures. We begin with useful preliminary remarks.
Let V 2 be a 2-dimensional C-vector space with basis v − , v + . V 2 can be endowed with an U q 2module structure, called the fundamental representation of U q 2 . The action is given by:
It is well-known that every finite dimensional simple U q 2 -module is a direct summand of some tensor
In particular, O q 2 is generated as an algebra by the matrix coefficients V 2 T s t of V 2 (with s, t ∈ {±}). This also applies to the algebra L g,n (U q 2 ); indeed, let
M (i). For any matrix X ∈ L g,n (U q 2 ) ⊗ End C (V 2 ), we denote by X s t (s, t ∈ {±}) its components in the basis v − , v + :
Finally, let R ∈ End C (V 2 ) ⊗2 be the R-matrix of U q 2 evaluated on V 2 ⊗ V 2 , and let R 21 be the matrix defined by (R 21 ) s 1 s 2 t 1 t 2 = R s 2 s 1 t 2 t 1 . Explicitly:
(42)
Lemma 5.1. The algebra L g,n (U q 2 ) is generated by the coefficients of the matrices B(i), A(i) for 1 ≤ i ≤ g and M (i) for g + 1 ≤ i ≤ g + n, modulo the relations given by the following matrix identities:
where As a result, we can without loss of generality restrict the color of all the strands in diagrams to be V 2 , since any color can be recovered by cabling and inserting a Jones-Wenzl idempotent. Hence in this section, all the strands in diagrams are implicitly colored by V 2 .
Another important property is that V 2 is self-dual. For our purposes we fix a particular isomorphism as follows:
Recall that by definition of the H-module structure on I * , it holds h and hence we deduce the following equality, which will be useful later:
There exists a particular pivotal element g lying in some completion of U q 2 (see [Tin15] ) and satisfying gv − = −q 2 v − , gv + = −q −2 v + (but of course g = −K). With this choice one can check that it holds
where e = e V 2 : V * * 2 ∼ → V 2 is the identification with the bidual (3). This implies that the value of a diagram does not depend of the orientation of its closed components. Indeed:
(we use (19) and the similar fact for cups and caps) and hence by inserting coupons D and D −1 on a strand we can change its orientation wihout changing the value of the diagram.
Remark 5.2. If one chooses the usual pivotal element K instead of g, then (45) becomes e • D * = −D and the value of a diagram depends up to a sign of the orientation on its closed components, see [KM91, Lem 3 .18], [Tin15] . This explains the choice of the less natural-looking pivotal element g. According to these remarks, we define a non-oriented graphical calculus for L g,n (U q 2 ), with unoriented cups, caps, crossings and handles:
The explicit values of these unoriented graphical elements are:
where P is the flip tensor P ik jl = δ i l δ k j , the X s t (with s, t ∈ {±}) are the components of the matrix X = V 2 X and R is the R-matrix (42). More generally, a handle containing several unoriented strands is obviously defined by putting a coupon D on each strand of the oriented version, and the associated explicit value is computed thanks to the fusion relation (23). The values (46) extend in the usual way to an evaluation map Z of diagrams. When Z is restricted to tangles (diagrams without handles), it is just an unoriented version of the Reshetikhin-Turaev functor for U q 2 -colored framed tangles. It is well-known that Z satisfies the Kauffman bracket skein relation (40). Let us record for further use that by definition Fig. 7]) . A crucial observation for our purposes is that the equality (id ⊗ ε) • ∆ e = id together with (47) allows us to prove equalities in S s q (S) in a graphical way. Let us illustrate this in the case of S s q (B). Consider the following matrix T ∈ S s q (B) ⊗ End C (V 2 ) (here V 2 is just considered as a vector space):
with T s t = (s, t ∈ {±} are states). First, observe that
For the first equality we used id = (id ⊗ ε) • ∆ e where e is the dashed arc, and for the second we used the product in S s q (B) and (47). Hence we see that the elements T s t generate S s q (B) as an algebra. Similarly, we have:
Hence we obtain the relation
and it is easy to compute that this implies det q (T ) = T − − T + + − q −2 T − + T + − = 1. Hence the matrix coefficients of T ∈ S s q (B) ⊗ End C (V 2 ) satisfies exactly the relations of the matrix coefficients of the fundamental representation V 2 of U q 2 . In [CL19, §3.3] a less usual presentation of O q 2 is given using a similar method and it is shown that these algebras are indeed isomorphic:
In the sequel we identify these two algebras (i.e. we identify T with V 2 T ), so that S s q (S) becomes a O q 2 -comodule-algebra for any punctured bordered surface S.
Let T s ⊂ Σ = (Σ o,• g,n )×[0, 1] be an unoriented, uncolored stated ∂Σ-tangle, with states s 1 , . . . , s k ∈ {±}. Forget the states of T s and on each strand put an arbitrary orientation and the color V 2 . This gives an oriented colored ∂Σ-tangle T and by Definition 4.2, hol(T)
where v − , v + is dual to the canonical basis v − , v + of V 2 (recall that we use the special pivotal element g discussed above to evaluate the diagram of hol(T)). This map is obviously extended to formal linear combinations of ∂Σ-tangles. hol s can also be described as follows: consider the diagram in Definition 4.2 associated to T and remove the colors and the orientations. Then evaluate this diagram with the unoriented graphical calculus defined in (46); the result is hol s (T s ). In particular, we see that the formula in (48) does not depend on the arbitrary orientations choosen to obtain T.
Theorem 5.3. The map hol s descends to an isomorphism of O q 2 -comodule-algebras:
Proof. We first show that hol s is well-defined, i.e. that it preserves the defining relations of S s q (Σ o,• g,n ). It is clear that hol s is compatible with the Kauffman bracket skein relations (40) since so does the unoriented graphical calculus for U q 2 . For the boundary relations (41), we have
for all s, t ∈ {±}, as desired. The fact that hol s is an algebra morphism follows immediately from Theorem 4.4. To show that it is an isomorphism, we will use the following facts:
where ⊗ is the braided tensor product of algebras in the category of left O q 2 -comodules. The first isomorphism follows from the glueing theorem for stated skein algebras [CL19, Th. 4.13]. The second isomorphism is a well-known and general fact about the algebras L g,n (H) ([AS96b, §3.2], also see [Fai19b, §3.2]). Hence to show that hol s is an isomorphism, it is enough to show it for the surfaces Σ o,• 0,1 and Σ o,• 1,0 , which is done in the two next subsections. The fact that hol s is a morphism of O q 2 -comodules also follows from the corresponding fact for these two building blocks. Figure 1 :
These elements can be arranged as matrices
, and by definition it holds
where obviously hol s (U (b i ) ) s t = hol s (U (b i )s t ) etc. Thanks to Lemma 5.1, we obtain a presentation by generators and relations of S s q (Σ o,• g,n ):
is generated by the coefficients of the matrices U (b i ) , U (a i ) for 1 ≤ i ≤ g and U (m i ) for g + 1 ≤ i ≤ g + n, modulo the relations obtained by replacing B(i) with
The (usual) skein algebra S q (Σ o g,n ) is the subalgebra of S s q (Σ o,• g,n ) consisting of linear combinations of closed links (tangles without boundary points). On this subalgebra, hol s is simply the Wilson loop map W with all the strands colored by χ + 2 , the character of V 2 . By [BFK98a, Th. 10] (see also [BR19, Th. 8 .4] for the statement of this result in the formalism used here), the map W provides an isomorphism from S q (Σ o g,n ) to the subalgebra of invariant elements L inv g,n (U q 2 ). Hence: Corollary 5.5. The (usual) skein algebra S q (Σ o g,n ) is exactly the subalgebra of invariant elements of the O q 2 -comodule-algebra S s q (Σ o,• g,n ).
Proof for
Then by Lemma 5.1, L 0,1 (U q 2 ) is generated by the 4 coefficients of the matrix M , modulo the following relations:
where by definition the quantum determinant is qdet
For l ≥ 0 and s 1 , . . . , s l , t 1 , . . . , t l ∈ {±}, we define the following elements of S s q (Σ o,• 0,1 ):
(for l = 0 this is U(0) = 1, namely the empty diagram). Note that for a fixed l, these elements can be arranged into a tensor U(l) ∈ S s q (Σ o,• 0,1 ) ⊗ End C (V 2 ) ⊗l , where C 2 has the basis v − , v + . For simplicity we denote U = U(1) and V = U(2); in a matrix form these tensors are written as
As explained previously, we use the S s q (B) = O q 2 -comodule-algebra structure of stated skein algebras together with id = (id ⊗ ε) • ∆ e and (47) to derive equalities graphically. Here we apply this to the dashed arc e depicted below.
where the summation indices are all in {±}. This equality implies in particular that the collection of elements U(l) i 1 ...i l j 1 ...j l (with l ≥ 0 and i η , j η ∈ {±} for each η) spans S s q (Σ o,• 0,1 ) as a Z[q ±1/2 ]-module. Since L 0,1 (U q 2 ) is isomorphic to the braided dual of U q 2 [BR19, §4], we can deduce the following lemma from [CL19, Prop. 4 .17], where it is shown that S s q (Σ o,• 0,1 ) is isomorphic to the braided dual. Our proof is however completely different.
Lemma 5.6. 1. We have a morphism j :
2. The morphism j is surjective.
Proof. 1. We will show that the relations (51) defining L 0,1 (U q 2 ) are satisfied. This is entirely based on formal matrix computations. Using the product in S s q (Σ o,• 0,1 ) and (52), we obtain:
where we wrote R = a η ⊗ b η with implicit summation and implicit representation on the fundamental representation V 2 (i.e. R is the matrix in (42)). Hence
where as usual the subscript 1, 2 indicate the two canonical embeddings of S s
. Now we compute:
For the first equality we used (44), for the second we used (S ⊗ S)(R) = R and obvious commutation relations, for the third and the fourth we used (2) (here g implicitly means V 2 g ) and obvious commutation relations, and for the fifth we used (45). Thanks to the relation a γ a β ⊗ S(b β )b γ we can invert this equality, which gives
Finally, we multiply this equality by g −1 1 g −1 2 and we use the relations Rg 1 g 2 = g 1 g 2 R and (45):
This last equality together with (53) gives the reflection equation:
In order to obtain the quantum determinant relation, observe that = s t s t and then (52) gives ij V st ij ∩ ji = ∪ st , which can be rewritten as V t (P ∩) = ∪, where P ij kl = δ i l δ j k is the flip tensor. Moreover, a computation reveals that t (P ∩) = ( t D) −1 1 ( t D) −1 2 ∪. Hence, by (53) we have
Expanding this matrix equality in components gives only one new relation, which is precisely qdet U( t D) −1 = 1. Hence j is a morphism of algebras. Let us show that it is a morphism of O q 2 -comodules (recall that we identify S s
Let us identify U k l (resp. T k l ) with U k l ⊗1 (resp. 1⊗T k l ); then we get ∆ e (U) = T U t T . By (44) and (45), it holds t T = D −1 S −1 (T ) D = D −1 g −1 S(T )gD = t D −1 S(T ) t D and hence
where Ω is the coaction (10) on L 0,1 (U q 2 ). 2. Observe that σ s 1 ... ...
where the handle contains a bunch of l parallel strands and σ ∈ B 2n is some braid (it can be computed explicitly but we do not need it). By (52), it follows that
But σ is a braid, so that Z(σ) is an invertible matrix, and hence we can invert these relations and write any element U(l) i 1 ...i l i 1 ...i l as a linear combination of the monomials U s 1 t 1 . . . U s l t l . The claim is proved since, as already observed, the collection of elements U(l) i 1 ...i l
is an isomorphism of O q 2 -comodule-algebras. Proof. Thanks to (50) we have hol s • j = id. It follows that j is injective and it is surjective by Lemma 5.6. Hence it is an isomorphism of O q 2 -comodule-algebras, with inverse hol s .
Then by Lemma 5.1, L 1,0 (U q 2 ) is generated by the 8 coefficients of the matrices B and A, modulo the following relations:
As previously, for l ≥ 0 and s 1 , . . . , s l , t 1 , . . . , t l ∈ {±} we define the following elements of S s q (Σ o,• 1,0 ):
These elements can be arranged into tensors (a) . We have the analogue of (52): where the sum is over all the indices i η , i η , j η , j η , each one ranging in {±}. To obtain this relation, one applies as before the equality id = (id ⊗ ε) • ∆ e and (47) to the dashed arc e in the figure below, which gives a bigon and another copy of Σ o,• 1,0 :
... ...
where we force the apparition of the product U(l) (b) i 1 ...i l j 1 ...j l U(m) (a) i 1 ...i m j 1 ...j m using isotopy; this explains why we have T br instead of T in the right-hand side of (55). In particular, (55) implies that the collection of elements U(l)
The next result is the exact analogue of Lemma 5.6:
Lemma 5.8. 1. We have a morphism j : 
We also denote by hol 0,g and hol g,0 the holonomy maps for CT (Σ o,• 0,g ) and CT (Σ o,• g,0 ) respectively (see Definition 4.2). The following result relates the representations and . Theorem 6.4. For S ∈ CT (Σ o,• 0,g ) and T ∈ CT (Σ o,• g,0 ) it holds hol 0,g (S) hol g,0 (T) = hol 0,g (S T).
Proof. The representation is depicted in Figure 5 for the case g = 2 (which is completely representative of the general situation). For simplicity, we omitted the orientations and the colorings in this figure; moreover even if we draw only one strand in each handle for S and T, this represents in fact bunches of parallel strands. To obtain S T, use the embeddings of the fat graphs in the more intuitive views of the surfaces Σ o,• 2,0 and Σ o,• 0,2 (see Figure 2) ; it is more easy to perform the stacking with this view. The theorem follows from the comparison between Figure 5 and the diagrammatic formulas in Lemma 6.2 (note that in Figure 5 we have presented S T in such a way that the comparison is immediate; in particular the two crossings just below the coupon T correspond to the crossings which appear when we apply hol 2,0 to T). Corollary 6.5. The subspace L inv 0,g (H) is stable under the action of L inv g,0 (H):
x ∈ L inv 0,g (H), y ∈ L inv g,0 (H) ⇒ x y ∈ L inv 0,g (H).
Proof. Thanks to the fifth property in Proposition 4.9 write x = W f 1 (L 1 ) (resp. y = W f 2 (L 2 )), where the based link L 1 (resp. L 2 ) has k (resp. l) basepoints and f 1 ∈ Inv k (H) (resp. f 2 ∈ Inv l (H)). Then
But it is clear that f 1 ⊗ f 2 ∈ Inv k+l (H) and thus by the first property in Proposition 4.9, this element is invariant.
Recall that L (Σ o g,0 ) is the set of (isotopy classes of) SLF(H)-colored framed links in Σ o g,0 × [0, 1], and similarly for L (Σ g,0 ). The canonical embedding j × id : Σ o g,0 × [0, 1] → Σ g,0 × [0, 1] induces a surjective (non injective) linear map π : CL (Σ o g,0 ) → CL (Σ g,0 ). Also recall the generalized Wilson loop map W defined in (39). Proposition 6.6. Let x ∈ L inv 0,g (H) and L 1 , L 2 ∈ CL (Σ o g,0 ). It holds
Hence for L ∈ CL (Σ g,0 ), x W (L) is well-defined.
Proof. Consider the SLF(H)-colored links L, L ∂ depicted below:
The dots mean the remaining of Σ o g,0 × [0, 1] (see Figure 2) , where the links L, L ∂ are equal. It is clear that two links L 1 , L 2 satisfy π(L 1 ) = π(L 2 ) if we can pass from one to another by this transformation. Thanks to the fifth property in Proposition 4.9, write x = W f (K) where the uncolored based link K has k basepoints and f ∈ Inv k (H). We use the Hennings formulation of holonomy (see §4.3). Let This represents a neighborhood of the dotted line, and the remaining of the diagrams are equal. We number the basepoints of L b , L ∂ b with primes to distinguish them from the basepoints of K. To avoid cumbersome computations, take k = 2 (this is completely representative of the general situation).
Let a i(1) ⊗ b i(1) , . . . , a i(8) ⊗ b i(8) be 8 = 4k copies of R = a i ⊗ b i (one for each crossing in the diagram above), then
For the second equality we used the properties of S, the formula (S ⊗ S)(R) = R and (2), and for the third equality we used an iteration of the formulas (∆ ⊗ id)(R) = R 13 R 23 , (id ⊗ ∆)(R) = R 13 R 12 . Hence, denoting by ϕ 1 , . . . , ϕ l the colors of the components of L, L ∂ , we have:
For the second and sixth equalities we used Theorem 6.4 and for the fourth equality we used that f ∈ Inv k (H) and that (ε ⊗ id)(R) = (id ⊗ ε)(R) = 1.
This proposition shows that we have a representation of CL (Σ g,0 ) (and not just of CL (Σ g,0 \D)) on L inv 0,g (H). Hence in some sense, the disc D is glued back via this process and we can deal with the closed surface Σ g,0 .
Let us specialize these results to H = U q 2 = U q 2 (sl 2 ), where they descend to the skein algebra (quotient of CL (Σ g,0 ) by skein relations). As already said (before Corollary 5.5), in that case we can without loss of generality color all the link components by χ + 2 and we have two isomorphisms
Moreover, there is a natural representation of S q (Σ g,0 ) on S q (Σ o 0,g ) = S q (Σ 0,g+1 ) (skein module of a handlebody) obtained by stacking, we still denote it by . Corollary 6.7. Under the identifications (56), the representation of L inv g,0 (U q 2 ) on L inv 0,g (U q 2 ) is the stacking representation of S q (Σ g,0 ) on S q (Σ o 0,g ). In other words:
W 0,g (L 1 ) W g,0 (L 2 ) = W 0,g (L 1 L 2 ).
A remark on roots of unity
Corollary 6.7 is a bit disappointing because it tells us that the representation of S q (Σ g,0 ) produced by combinatorial quantization is just equivalent to the obvious representation on the skein module of a handlebody. This changes dramatically if we replace the formal variable q by a root of unity and we will describe now a construction producing much less trivial representations of S (Σ g,0 ), which are moreover finite dimensional. Let = e iπ/2p be a 4p-th root of unity (p ≥ 2), and let U 2 be the specialization of U q 2 (sl 2 ) to 2 = e iπ/p . Then we can consider the restricted quantum group of sl 2 , denoted by U 2 = U 2 (sl 2 ), which is the quotient of U 2 by E p = F p = 0, K 2p = 1.
The algebra L g,n (U 2 ) does not exist since U 2 is not braided. Nevertheless, we can consider the specialization L g,n (U q 2 ) 2 of L g,n (U q 2 ) at q 2 = 2 (this specialization is studied in great detail in [BR19] for g = 0). Moreover, it is possible to define L g,n (U 2 ) (see [Fai19, §6] for full details), and it turns out it is the quotient of L g,n (U q 2 ) 2 by (X(i) − + ) p = (X(i) + − ) p = 0, (X(i) + + ) 2p = 1 where as usual X(i) is A(i) or B(i) if 1 ≤ i ≤ g and is M (i) if g + 1 ≤ i ≤ g + n (recall Lemma 5.1, from which we take back the notations). This together with the relations of Lemma 5.1 gives a presentation by generators and relations of L g,n (U 2 ). The dimension of L g,n (U 2 ) is (2p 3 ) 2g+n .
Let W be the generalized Wilson loop map for H = U 2 (with source the SLF(U 2 )-colored links and with values in L inv g,n (U 2 ), according to Definition 39); note that we choose g = K p+1 for the pivotal element. The representation V 2 descends to U 2 , so that χ + 2 ∈ SLF(U 2 ). If we restrict W to the skein algebra (all strands colored by χ + 2 ), then W factors through W :
W : S (Σ g,n ) W −→ L g,n (U q 2 ) 2 pr −→ L g,n (U 2 )
where pr is the canonical projection. Note in particular that the restriction of pr to L inv g,n (U q 2 ) 2 (specialization of L inv g,n (U q 2 ) at 2 ) takes values in L inv g,n (U 2 ), but this restriction is not surjective, nor injective. By the results of the previous section, we obtain an action of L ∈ S (Σ g,0 ) on x ∈ L inv 0,g (U 2 ) by
x W (L) and this produces a finite dimensional right representation of S (Σ g,0 ). In the sequel we describe explicitly this representation in the case of the torus Σ 1,0 . Consider the following curves in Σ o 0,1 × [0, 1] and Σ 1,0 × [0, 1] respectively: b a m
Since U 2 is factorizable, we know by [Fai19, Lem. 3.9] that we have an isomorphism of algebras
Recall that SLF(U 2 ) is a commutative algebra, for the usual product of linear forms ϕψ = (ϕ⊗ψ)•∆ (this is true for any finite dimensional factorizable ribbon Hopf algebra H; actually for such H one has SLF(H) ∼ = Z(H) ∼ = L inv 0,1 (H)). According to [BP99] , S (Σ 1,0 ) is generated by a and b. Hence, to describe the representation it suffices to compute the action of W (a) = W χ + 2 (a) and W (b) = W χ + 2 (b) on W ϕ (m). Recall that the Casimir element is C = F E + 2 K + −2 K −1 ( 2 − −2 ) 2 ∈ Z(U 2 ). For b, it is clear by definition of that and thus χ + s + χ − p−s ∈ S. Assume for instance s = 1. We have (χ + 1 + χ − p−1 ) W (b) = (χ + 2 + χ − p−2 ) + χ − p , and (χ + 2 + χ − p−2 ) + χ − p P 2 (W (a)) = (χ + 2 + χ − p−2 ) + χ − p (?e 2 ) = χ + 2 + χ − p−2 , (χ + 2 + χ − p−2 ) + χ − p P 0 (W (a)) = (χ + 2 + χ − p−2 ) + χ − p (?e 0 ) = χ − p so that χ + 2 + χ − p−2 , χ − p ∈ S. Continuing like this, one shows step by step that all the basis vectors are in S, and thus S = J 1 as desired. The proofs for J 2 /J 1 and J 3 /J 2 are similar. For the last claim, recall that S red (Σ o 0,1 ) is the quotient (in some sense) of S (Σ o 0,1 ) by the (p−1)-th Jones-Wenzl idempotent (see [Cos15, §6.5 ] for a survey) and that it is generated as a vector space by the "closures" cl(f n ) of the Jones-Wenzl idempotents f n for 0 ≤ n ≤ p − 2: where L ∈ S (Σ 1,0 ) and is the stacking and reducing representation of S (Σ 1,0 ) on S red (Σ o 0,1 ). Thus W : S red (Σ o 0,1 ) → J 2 /J 1 is an isomorphism of S (Σ 1,0 )-modules. Remark 7.3. In [Fai19c, §6.5], we studied the left representation of S (Σ 1,0 ) on the space mentionned in Remark 6.3 instead of on the vacuum representation space. Then the claim in [Fai19c, Prop. 6.5.5], even if it is in agreement with the one in Proposition 7.2, does not make sense since we compare a left representation with a right representation (of S (Σ 1,0 ) on S red (Σ o 0,1 ) which is right due to our convention for the stack product (Definition 4.3), but we did not realize this subtlety at that time). To make sense of it, one must take the dual representation, and apply the intertwiner mentionned in Remark 6.3.
It is very difficult to generalize such an explicit description for higher genus. Indeed, by Remark 4.10, finding a basis of L inv 0,g (U 2 ) is equivalent to finding a basis of Inv 2g (U 2 ) (multilinear forms invariant under the iterated coadjoint action), which is a difficult problem. Moreover, at roots of unity, generating sets of S (Σ g,0 ) are not known. However, we see from the previous result that the natural representation of S (Σ g,0 ) on S red (Σ o 0,g ) (which is known to be irreducible [BW16] ) will be a composition factor of the representation of S (Σ g,0 ) on L inv 0,g (U 2 ) in a non-trivial way. Finally, the socle of this representation might be a generalization of the ideal formed by the characters of projective modules.
